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Abstract 

The dominant autosomal gene Mse (Multiple : combs) of Drosophila causes the 

appearance of sex combs on the second and third legs and a reduction of size of 

sex combs on first legs. The effect of Mse was studied in mosaic flies in 

which not4j-spots were present on a Mse background. The mosaics were due to 

somatic crossing over induced by X—rays. The analysis of the mosaics 

suggested autonomy of the átioi of g, vided that the soatic cr6sing  over 

occurs less frequently Projdmk4y to the Msc locus than distally. This 

unusual ratio of somatic crossing over was confirmed by a separate experinent'. dth 

the gene  
Kin 

 hose locus is very close to . 
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In Drosophila melanogaster normal males carry a special organ on their 

forelegs, the sex comb. No sex comb is formed on the second and third legs. 

In males homozygous for the recessive second chromosome mutant esc (extra  sex 

ombs) a sex comb may be formed on all three pairs of legs though with reduced 

penetrance in the second and third legs. Males which are heterozygous for 

gse  may, as a result of somatic crossing over, possess cells which are homo- 

zygous for the gene. Such males are genetic mosaics, consisting of /+ 

and cells. The question of autonomy or nonautonomy of the effects 

of the e c esc genotypes arises when the cells happen to be in a 

region of the second and third legs in which not-mosaic males form 

sex combs. If acts autonomously then even small spots of 

tissue will be able to differentiate sex comb teeth. If the homozygous 

genotypes act; nonautonomously, then no sex comb structures will differen- 

tiate in small spots of embedded in the bulk of §/+ cells. It has 

been shown, that the developmental processes which lead to extra sex combs in 

case of belong to the class of autonomous gene action (i). During the 

earlier work with mutants affecting the formation of sex combs several dominant 
(such as Msc, Multiple sex combs) 
genesweresci'ibed which place sex combs on the second and third legs. It 

seemed interesting to determine whether these dominant mutants act autonomously 

as does the recessive esc. Although similar in effect in not-mosaic males 

there is an important difference in the determination of the sex combs in 

mosaics. In males heterozygous for the recessive gene esc, the icritical 

spots are surrounded by the overwhelming mass of phenotypically normal 

esc/+ tissue, while in males heterozygous for a dominant gene the critical +/+ 

spots are surrounded by the overwhelming mass of dominant mutant tissue. Stated 
1n phenotypially norm. 

differently, the cells are derived from pre-crossing ov ft/+ cells 
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domint mutant 

while in:CA:Se~~O~the  not-dominant +/+ cells are derived from pre-crossing over 

cells heterozygous for the dominant mutant. 

The penetrance of most mutants carrying sex combs on the second and third 

legs is so low that only a fraction of the mutant legs have a comb. If a comb 

is formed it consists usually of only very few teeth. The mutant Msc is excep-

tional in that the penetrance for sex combs on the second legs is very high. 

This makes Mae suitable for an analysis of autonomy or nonautonomy of gene 

action in the formation of sex combs on the second legs. Moreover Msc also 

affects the sex combs on the first legs. Paradoxically this latter effect 

consists of a reduction of number of teeth. While normal males have about 10 

teeth per first leg combs Mse males have about 6 teeth only. To cite a specific 

finding, Oregon R males had 10.75±0.18 (S.E.) teeth per comb while j/+  males 

had 5.6.0.12 per comb((Tokunaga(2) where standard deviations are given)). The 

study of autonomy or nonautonomy of the effects of Msc may therefore include 

the determination of the size of first leg sex combs. 

Material and Methods 

Multiple sex combs (Mac, 3-48,0)  is located in the right arm of chromosome 

3, close to the kinetochore, and associated with a small inversion (2). In 

homozygous state it is a zygotic lethal. It is not known whether it is also 

cell lethal. 

Mosaics for Msc were obtained by means of X-ray induced somatic crossing 

over in male lar#ae of the genotype tsc As a marker for spots resulting 

from somatic crossing over which is independent of Msc, the X-linked recessive 

gene yellow (, 1-0.0) was used. Specifically the males carried on the first 

chromosome and y present in a translocation of the tip of the X chromosome 
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which carries Msc)  
to the distal part  of the right arm of one of the third chromo some The 

body color of these males is riot-i except when somatic crossing over removes 

the transiocation from a cell which after replication results in a spot 

with z: coloration. 

Two different third chromosome with aj translocation were used. The 

first synthesized by Dr.EeNovitski, contains a tranalocation of the extreme 

tip of the X chromosome to very close to the distal end of 3R. Confirming a 

preliminary analysts made by Dr.Novitski I found that the X-cbromoeomal tip is 

translocated to somewhere between A and B of section 99 of the salivary chromo- 
Msc was introduce.int&, cyhich 

some map. The short distal tip of 3R is absen 'hii (l;3) chromosoznewas 

used in experimental series 1. The second third chromosome wed to 6I 

mosaics is known as In(3LR)C269 (3). The loft arm of this pericentric inver-

sion chromosome is composed of a short proximal part of 3L and a short distal 

part of 3R. The right arm is composed of a long prozimal part of 3R followed 

by a long distal part ofj is viable in homozygous  

E97 tdn and -T  were introduced into this chromosome crossing over resulting in 

a very long chromosome arm which carries Mae proximally and of Re- o-) at, its .tip. 
C. 

The 269 chromosome was used in experimental series 2. 1  The dosage of X-rays 

administered to larvae of different ages 24-48, 48-64 and 48-72 -hours after 

oviposition - was 1500r. 

The legs of the irradiated adult males were scrutinized under the dissect-

ing microscope ( X].00 and X160 ) for the presence of y spots in the sex comb 

area of each leg. The mosaic legs were then mounted in Andr medium for detailed 

inspection under the copound microscope. 

The sex comb area of the second leg was in analogy to that of the first (4) 

somewhat arit i1& defined. It is that distal region of the basitareus 
4 
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which inciwlee as its proziral boundary two distal bristles of the longitudinal 

rows to.6 to S and iuc1u1ing the one or two distal bractieso bristles 6.5. Tho 

width of the area was given by the ditacs of longitudinal row 6 to 8 ((for 

teizioloy, seo(l)). 

There were mm mosaic loss in wtgch the piontation difference between 

yellow and wild typo wa not clearly developed due perhaps to somatic induction 

of ab z'mi piontation by Z rays. Only utietskable spots resulting from 

acwitio crossing ovor are included Lu the data presented in this report. 

It the sex comb area of a mosaic second lea consists of coils with the 

genotype ç+,4+  ( */+) and the rest of the log of cons of tho genotype 

Q/+ and if the *1+ cello act autonomously in development, then no sex comb 

will form in the 1 area. On the other hand, if the +/+ cells act nonnutono-" 

nously, then the +/+ tissue would tore a sex comb, its frequency depending on 

the penetrance of the nonautonomoua dovo3.opoentai mechanism. (T4s latter 

penetranco sy or mV not be similar to that of the sex comb of /+, not' 

mosaic legs). 

The following analysis is based on date from yellow spots within the sex 

comb area of the second log of sales which bad been 24-48 hours old when lz'syod. 

In the oacperi&ental series I, a total of 26 second lags from 23 males With Ocilow 

spots were found; in experimental series 2, 27 second loge from 26 males 

(table 1). In each series one of the males was mosaic on each of the two 

cecond legs. In all but one of one or more sex comb 
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tth had been fr&. The exception wao a second leg in aeries lt 

• 23 out of 24 second logo had a sex comb giving a frequency of 
ar 

occurence of 95.; in series 2, 100% ofAmosaic  second logo had formed a 

sex comb (Table 2; in each series, one male with a mosaic spot in both second 

legs was excluded from this table). 

In order to compare these frequencies of occuz'ence with tho90 found in 

not-nosaic logo of /+ males, the frequencies of cox combo in tvo1groups t._ 

were determined; (a) in the not-mosaic second log of those individuals 

which had one mosaic leg and (b) in the not-mosaic brothers of mosaic males. 

In those cont'o1e the frequencies of second leg sex combo were about 90% (87.5 

and 91% respectively) in series 1 and 100% in series 2 (Table 2). 

These data permit two alternative interprotations. The first aosunea 

autonony of the effect of the rM. gone. According to this interpretation, 

the not-yellow teeth in mosaic second legs have the soma genotype in respect 

with hm J+, as has the main tissue of the males, and the yellow teeth also 

have the same /+ genotype. The difference between the not-yellow and yellow 

tooth is a difference in genotype in respect to x. in the e tissue the 

translocation has boon retained while in the x tissue it has been removed by 

somatic crossing over. The region of the crossover would have to be proximal-

ly to the tip of the chromosome 3 but distally to the locus of LM. Accordingly 

the ratio of ocmatio crossing over proximally: d.totaUy of the UQ locus Qould be 

5:21 (0.21.) in series 1 and 6*21 (0.29) in series 2 (Table 1). (Specifically, 

the 5:21 rato in series 1 to be slightly adjusted to account for the fact 

that the ponotránce of bS in this series is somewhat lower than in series 2.) 

The alternative to the assumption of a low frequency of somatic crossing 

over proximally to and a high frequency distally to g consists of the asoump-. 



tion of nonautonomy of the.Msc phenotype in mosaics. According to this 

interpretation the majority of yellow comb teeth have the genotype 

resulting from crossing over proximal to Msc and thus removing from the chromo- 

some not only the I translocation but also The fact that the yellow, 

supposedly cells differentiate sex comb teeth would be due to 

the influence of the surrounding /+ cells. Mosaics without yellow teeth 
• as consistijiW, 

would then be regard' f Msc+/Msc+ cells in which the surrounding /+ cells 

had not induced the formation of sex combs. It might be expected in this case 

that the frequency of a yellow sex combs in mosaic legs might be lower than the 

frequency of not-yellow sex combs in the not-mosaic controls since nonautonomy 

in the former spots might often lead to lesser degree of differentiation than 

in the latter in which both the influence of the not-mosaic tissues and of the 

t_scj+ genotype of the comb forming cells themselves would lead to comb formation. 
4 

The data show,hovever, that the frequency of y)• t-t3 . 
.r4' ±e is 

not significantly less than in the controls (Table 2). In experiment 1, mosaics 

with yellow teeth constitute (9+11)124=0.83 of all mosaics and 21 of 24=0,88 of 

the controla). In expe'imént 2, yellow teeth in mosaics are somewh.t 

le&s frequent than thecombsin cdntrol (a),80(20/2) vs.100%, 

but the small sample size of the mosaics does not permit a definite conclusion. 

Two further comparisons were made on the basis of the data listed in experi-

ment 1. The first was between the sex comb size, defined as number of yellow, 

if any, plus not-yellow teeth of the mosaic leg and the not-mosaic leg of the 
+ 

seine male as control. Under the assumption of autonomy of Msc the not-mosaic 

combs should show no difference from the mosaic combs since the presence of 

yellow teeth presumably was caused by the same genotype of the yellow 

of the not- elJL.te&th 
teeth as thatr The second comparison was restricted to the size of the combs 
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with yellow teeth as compared to the size of the combs of the controls. In 

experiment 1, the first comparison was based on 24 males and the second on 20 

males, In experiment 2, the two comparisons were based on 25 and 20 males, 
the 

respectively. The results ofAtwo_way  analysis of variance revealed that 

there are no significant differences between the combs of the mosaic legs and 

the combs of the second legs on the other side of the seine male in either of the 
the,  

two experimental series. ((P) 0.75 inAfirst, P) 0.5 in the second comparison 
Zhe 

in experiment 1; P>0.75  infirst,P>O,25 in the second in experiment 2.) 

These results are compatible with the assumption that the majority of 

yellow cells are /+ and act autonomously, but the seine results can be 

interpreted as being due to the genotype tis  /1pjf of the yellow cells which 

are subject to nonautonomous expression of tooth formation. 

B. Mosatx combè on the first leg. 

As mentioned earlier, Mae reduces the sex comb size of the first leg. 

If a spot in the sex comb area.develos autonomously in an other- 

wise /+ leg, the number of teeth would be expected to be greater than the 

number of teeth expected on a not-mosaic jp/+ sex comb. Yellow spots which 

covered a part of the sex comb of the first leg were found in 40 legs from 39 

males in experiment 1, and 23 legs from 22 males in experiment 2. These 

mosaics were induced in 24-48 hours old larvae. 16 '6146 Of t4moáic' 

cpmbszrepresentethbyteeth nuthbez' ws bmpai withth aiZefthe: 

not-.màsaiccombs X.of thb othe firèt]iof the Fo 

the paired comparison, 38 males in experiment 1, and 21 males in experiment 2 

were available. The average number of teeth per comb was similar in the mosaics 

and not-mosaic legs. There were 8.08±0.20 (S.E.) and 8.08±0.13 teeth respectively 

in experiment 1 (n38), and 7.62±0.21 and 7.76±0,15 in experiment 2 (n21). 
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A two-way analysjS of variance of each compazison revealed that the sizes: 

the mosaic and riot-mosaic combs are not significantly different (Pi in pari-. 

ment l P=0.-0.75 in ox e.rizie.t 2). The same analysis of sex 003Db mosaics 

induced in 48-72 hours o16 larvae showed similar results. In experiment 19  

48E.64 hours o1d,  and in experiment 2, $-72 hours old larvae were irradlated 

and the inducedi ;mosaic ex combs were eaa1yzed. For the paired comparisons 

of the sex comb size, 14 males in experiment I end 28 males in experiment 2 were 

avaUable. In which a. comb mosaic on the first le is compared not-ino.saic 

comb on the homologous first leg of the same male. in experiment I (n44), 

the average numbers of teeth per comb were 8.34t0e16 and 8.11±0.19 in mosaic and 

not-mosaic combs respectively. In experiment 2 (28) the numbers were 7.68±0.33 

and 7.89±0.24. A two-way analysis of variance of each comparison indicated 

that the sizes of the rnosaic and not-mosaic combs are not significantly 

different (0.1-0.25 in exp.l, P0.250.50 in xp.2)* 

The above analysis again indicates that if the majority of the X spots 

represent MI jhqjt  , the J&g allele acts nonautouomously. If however the 

majority of the Z spots are /+ then nonautonomy of Me can not be proven 

by the above data. 

C. Size of allow spots in two series of experiments. 

When the sizes of V spots in the sex comb area rinithe twcx 'experimeilta]. 

series are;ompared1 one finds that the spots in experiment 2 are larger on 

the average than in experiment 1. The comparisons were based on the number 

of teeth in aic combs of first logs. In the 24".48 hours series, the 

average number of X teeth per comb in experiment 1 (1.7310.17,  n40) was 

smaller than in experiment 2 (3.30±0.34, n23). An analysis of variance 



indicated that the difference was significant (P(0.001). In the mosaic obsi 

Induced at 4864 hours in experiment 1 and at 4.72 hours in experiment 29  the 

average number of y.  teeth per mosaic combs in ..sxperi.nent. 1 (1.41±0.14, n46) 

was sia11er than in experiment 2 (2.10±0.22, n30)0  the difference being 

significant (P<0.01).  The mean size of the zric ccbs ias well as of the 

not-mosaic combs, did not show any significant differences between the two age 

groups that were irradiated in different developontal periods. 

The larger size of induced spots suggests their earlier origin. The 

larger size of the spots found in experiment 2 as coxapaired to the size in 

experiment 1 may have been duo to a difference in devolojzientel speed •* 

the different genetic constitutions of the two experimental cerie. If this 

is the case, the larva of experiment 3. developed teeter than those of 

experiment 2. 

The main data presented and analyzed in this report are compatible with 

either of two alternative intorprotationo: the effect .iln  aicism is either 

autonomous or nonautonomous. It autonomous, than the fraction of somatic 

crossing over proximal to the kinetochore of chromosome 3R to that diatal1 

xust be much smaller than expected from the general impression that somatic 

crossing over is mostly occuring in or close to the region of poricentric 

hetierochrcaatin. If the effect of DM is nonautonomous then no specific 

expectation regarding the location of crossovers etie required since it 

should make little difference whether a crossover proximally to EM resulted 

cello or a crossover distally to US resulted in 

; g/+ coils. 

A decision between the alternatives of autonaW or nonautonoxy rests on 
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knowledge of the 'ratio of somatic crossovers proximally to those 

distally of the Mse locus. Such knowledge must come from the use of a mutant 

whose locus is close to that of Msc and whose expression is known to be autono-

xnous. The dominant gene Kinked (j, 3-47.6) for kinked bristles fulfills 

these conditions, Using Novitski's chromosome 3 whose right arm is distally 

marked by Z+and determining the frequencies of somatic crossing over proximally 

and distally to Ki in flies who were heterozygous for Ki-carrying third 
that A— 

.." was marked by yj a ratio of crossovers proximally and distally 

f 7:20 (=0.35) was obtained (48-72 hours o&d larvae irradiated with 

ratio signifies that somatic crossing over proximally to the 

locus of Ki is only a third as frequent as crossing over distally. This 

agrees in principle with recent experiments with Ki and Sb on 3R by Garcia-

Bellido (i). The same should be the case for crossing over on either side 

of Msc whose locus is so close to that of Ki and from which the frequency of 

crossing over proximally may be reduced still further since it is associated 

with a small inversion (2). While it remains true that crossing over in or 

near the heterochromatin is disproportionally more frequent than expected 

from the relative shortness of the heterochromatin region as expressed in 

salivary gland chromosome it must be admitted that not enough attention has 

been given to the fact that somatic crossing over in euchromatin, i.e. more 

distal regions does occur. It frequency seems to vary in different chromo-

somes, 

Given a low frequency of somatic crossing over proximally to Msc, the 

majority of yellow spots should have the genotype Since the cells of 

those spots still contain the mutant allele Mse, it is obvious that they 

could form sex comb teeth, autonomously. 

As shown above in the study of the second leg mosaics, the assumption 

of autonomy of Mse implies that the ratios of yellow areas without Mse to those 
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with On correspond to the ratios of prod.1 to distal crossing over. In 

experiment 1 the ratio' was 5121(0.24), and in experlmont 2, Ix21(O.29)9 C) 

nini].ar to the ratio of 7s20(Oj5) for . hie ratio was dotorctncd on (II) 
nosaics of the stornoplrae which develop from the as disc as that of the 

second leg It may be concluded that ft acts cutonciaua3y. It thus 

bongs to the consider Is burbor of genes who act autonomously and whose 

phenotypes in voeaicc are detorinod by competence to respond to an invariant 

prepattern, orj to use Wolport'a terminology (7), to respond to an invariant 

pattern of positional information, 

iw 

when the cenotype of a cell is changed by so.atio crossing over it may soon 

after express its now constitution. This would be autonomous action. It 

is bowover also possible that the genotype of the coil before it is changed 

excorts an effect on the, cell, which persists In the future independently of 

the later chanted genotype. In the experiments reported here, autonony of 

EM has boon est.ablisad. following induction of somatic crossing over in leg 

dices of at moot 72 hours old larvae. Had X.-Irradiation been applied to 

older larvae a critical period sight have been discovered after which a 

changed gag genotype could not have been able to express ite1i, e.g* in 

differentiation of cex cceth tooth on second logs. Garcia..Bollido and 

rriein (8) hobo coined the toiv "perduranc&' to signify the persistence 

of gone-initiated procosaco in cells which are no longer able to respond to 

a nov genotype. Perdurunco is thus a typo of nozmutoncswus action. 
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Table 2. 

Penetnmce of sex eonb (in parenthe*de) on the second leg of .il+ tale3, in OSoic3 in not-oad*s on th 

opposite second leg of the awe mnle (control a) ath in randomly chosen ZOO uotosaic brothor (control b). 

Experirn0 

series 

Nwber 

of. 

logo 

Nwbor Of wsaica with ex ccb 

- 

Number of not-mosaic combs 

teeth + teeth an d + total -controla: control 

- onli teeth 

1. 26 9 3 . 11 23 (95.6t) 21 (87.5%) 

2 25. 0 -5 20 25 (10() 25 (100%) 

control b 

_______ 

ZCO 

- 

. 
. 

-- -- -- ,. - -.--.--- - -'---------- . 

200 (xoo) 

--------- 



Number Mosaic Not-mosaic 

of Total Number & order of Total 

males + & y.  teeth in a teeth teeth 

• comb per per 

(prcx.--distal) comb comb 

1 2+3l+ 6 0 

1 1+2± 1+ 4 6 

1 3+ 3z 4 2 

1 2+1Z 3 1 

1 2+ 1Z 3 2 

1 i+ ].y 2 3 

1 1+ 12 2 1 

2 11+ 2 3 

2 ly.  2 2 

1 2± 2 2 

'3. 2± 2 3. 

4 

1 13 1 3 

3 1 2 

1 1 

1 l 1 0 

3. 3+ .3 0 

2 .'3.+ j 

1 0 0 4 

1+ 2. 

Number Mosaic Not-Mosaic 

of Total Number& order 'of Total 

males + & z teeth in a teeth teeth 

comb per per 

(prox.---distal) comb comb 

1 33+ 6 5 

I 211+1 4 3 

1 2+2± 1+ 5 4 

1 1+2± 1+ 4 3 

1 2+11+ 4 3 

I 1+]l+ 3 1 

1 2± 2k . 4 4 

2 21+ 3 3 

1 1+2± 3 5 

1 6+ lz 7 6 

2 4+ 1Z 5 3 

1 3+] 

3. 3+] 4 4 

2 3+ XX 4 3 

2 1+1k 2 4 

1 2 2 

1 5+ . 5 5 

1 4+. 4' 6 

1 3+ 3. 5 

1 2+ • 2 
• 

3 

1 1+ • 1 1 

.3. 2+ IX 3 

3+ 3 

- 

Table 1. Mosaic teeth pattern of the sex combs of second legs and the not-mosaic 

combs on the opposite second leg of the same /+ male. 

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 

Total 25 26 & 24+ 26 31y & 68+ 

Average teeth per comb 1.92±0.25 1.924-0.25 3.67±0.26 3.68±0.28 




